A New Key to the Art of Living: Braintecness..
/EINPresswire.com/ Today's world is full of too much information that passes through the mind. The
mind is almost always over worked. It tires out the physical brain during the day and when the mind
and body are sleeping in the night the unconscious brain wakes up and reviews the day's mind
absorbed information and as a result the mind, brain and body all wake up tired. This hectic brain and
mind tiredness is taken for granted; but it need not be this way. This over worked brain and mind
pollutes the quality of life and even degrades the performance; resulting in a double loss in the quality
of life. Life results in pain and unhappiness when life can be pure pleasure.
What we need to do is treat the physical brain as an organ of the body, which it is. It is just like the
stomach. Imagine if we keep eating, eating, eating for hours what would happen? It would make us
sick. The same fundamentals apply to the brain. It has to be rested for at least 15-20 minutes every 34 hours. Indulge your brain in any mindless activity or just what ever gives you the most pleasure.
Pray, sing, play, meditate or try to go to sleep etc.
Just making your mind empty and keeping it blank is a great way to rest your brain and mind. We
have figured out a new way to empty the mind - braintecness, as in brain technology. Braintecness is
the key to living life wordlessly, experiencing life in pure emotions. The left brain thinks in words while
the right brain thinks in biochemical reaction. The left brain is the mind and the right brain is the brain.
Braintecnness is watching your mind with your brain, watching your brain watching your brain. Learn
to watch your mind with your brain. Live the brain understanding and experiencing life moment to
moment through biochemical reactions. Focusing on, understanding and experiencing the brain
experiencing life in emotions without the emotions being described in words results in a blank mind.
Trying to experience life just as the brain experiences life in blind emotions without experiencing the
emotions in words puts the mind at rest.
Experiencing life with the mind constantly reviewing life in words is like the brain is playing football and
the mind is giving a commentary on it. It is like the mind experiences life second hand what the brain
experiences first hand. Learn to experience life through the brain first hand in pure emotions without
the mind commenting on, describing and living the brain experience in words.
It is somewhat like the brain has the real apple while the mind is the mirror that experiences the
image of the apple. Just think what would you rather have, the real apple or its image? The self image
is the domain of the mind while the actual self is the domain of the brain. The brain is the key to the
pure self and a pure life. So master the art of experiencing life through the physical brain.
Mastering the art of living life biochemically without re-experiencing life in words is much more than
just resting your mind. It is the art of enjoying pure life first hand. Remember when you fell in love the
first time and you experienced pure pleasure which you can still only feel and not be able to describe
in words; well that is how you should live life 24-7! Living life mindlessly by experiencing life through
the brain every few hours is a new key to a purer life. Try it! Indulge your brain in braintecness as
much as possible by mastering braintecness!
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Please Forward This Press Release to Your Senator, Congressman, Education Secretary and All
Those Connected With Education. Pleas Spread the Word That it is now up to our Leaders to fix the
Mess in Education and in all Life.
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